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Crystal Structure of the Ligand Binding
Suppressor Domain of Type 1 Inositol
1,4,5-Trisphosphate Receptor

Introduction

A central mechanism for calcium (Ca2�)-regulated cellu-
lar processes involves release of Ca2� from the intracel-
lular endoplasmic reticulum (ER) Ca2�-stores into the
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In addition to its involvement in IP3 suppression, the
first 223 residues of the receptor are known to bind aBinding of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) to the
number of cellular proteins that modulate the receptor.amino-terminal region of IP3 receptor promotes Ca2�

Calmodulin (CaM) is one such protein, whose dockingrelease from the endoplasmic reticulum. Within the
site was mapped to two independent segments within

amino terminus, the first 220 residues directly preced-
the first 160 residues of the receptor (Sienaert et al.,

ing the IP3 binding core domain play a key role in IP3 2002). This interaction was observed in the presence
binding suppression and regulatory protein interac- and in the absence of the Ca2� with a role in IP3-induced
tion. Here we present a crystal structure of the sup- Ca2� release (IICR) inhibition (Kasri et al., 2004a). Foskett
pressor domain of the mouse type 1 IP3 receptor at and coworkers (Yang et al., 2002) reported Ca2�-depen-
1.8 Å. Displaying a shape akin to a hammer, the sup- dent association of the neuronal Ca2� binding protein 1
pressor region contains a Head subdomain forming (CaBP1) with the first 600 residues of the IP3R and found
the �-trefoil fold and an Arm subdomain possessing it to be responsible for direct activation of the receptor
a helix-turn-helix structure. The conserved region on in the absence of the IP3. In contrast, recent study (Kasri
the Head subdomain appeared to interact with the IP3 et al., 2004b) reported CaBP1 binding to one of the CaM
binding core domain and is in close proximity to the binding sites to be Ca2� independent and CaBP1 serving
previously proposed binding sites of Homer, RACK1, as an antagonist rather than an agonist. One of the two
calmodulin, and CaBP1. The present study sheds light IP3R segments (residues 90–110 and residues 580–600)
onto the mechanism underlying the receptor’s sensi- necessary for binding RACK1 resides within the IP3Rsup

tivity to the ligand and its communication with cellular (Patterson et al., 2004). Interaction of IP3R with group 1
signaling proteins. metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) is mediated

by Homer proteins which bind to the 49PPKKF53 stretch
on the mIP3R1 (Tu et al., 1998).

A number of 3D EM structures of the overall receptor*Correspondence: mikura@uhnres.utoronto.ca
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Figure 1. Overall Molecular Architecture of IP3R and Sequence Alignment of the Suppressor Domain between Members of the IP3R Family

(A) The five functional domains of mIP3R1 from left (N terminus) to right (C terminus): suppressor domain, IP3 binding domain, modulatory and
transducing domain, channel domain (putative membrane spanning segments shown as solid bars), and coupling domain.
(B) Sequence alignment of the suppressor domain of mIP3R1 with other members of the IP3R family. Conserved residues are highlighted in
blue. Secondary structural elements deduced from the crystal structure are depicted as follows: � strands (arrows), � helices (bars), and
unidentified portions (dotted lines). Structural segments of the Head subdomain and the Arm subdomain are shown in green and yellow,
respectively. Red squares represent those residues predicted to be involved in IP3 suppression. Proposed binding region for Homer (Tu et
al., 1998), CaM (Sienaert et al., 2002), CaBP1 (Kasri et al., 2004b), and RACK1 (Patterson et al., 2004) are indicated by double arrowhead lines.
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) accession numbers for sequences used in the alignment are: mouse1 (mIP3R1, X15373),
Xenopus (xIP3R, D14400), human2 (hIP3R2, D26350), human3 (hIP3R3, D26351), Drosophila (dIP3R, D90403), and C. elegans (cIP3R, AJ243181).

have recently been elucidated (da Fonseca et al., 2003; (square shaped) to the open state (windmill shaped)
(Hamada et al., 2003).Hamada et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2004;

Serysheva et al., 2003). They all exhibit 4-fold symmetry The closest relatives of the IP3Rs are ryanodine recep-
tors (RyR), which also serve as intracellular Ca2� chan-reflecting the tetrameric organization of the receptor.

Moreover, two distinct domains are identified within nels (Berridge et al., 2003). The two receptors share the
highest sequence homology within the N-terminal andthese structures, with the larger one encompassing the

cytoplasmic portion of the receptor and the smaller one TM regions (Furuichi et al., 1994). Conservation within
the TM region may be due to their conductance of Ca2�the transmembrane (TM) and luminal region. Positioning

of the atomic-resolution structure of the IP3 binding core ions, whereas the homology within the N terminus is
unclear since RyR lacks the ability to bind IP3. Recent(IP3Rcore) (Bosanac et al., 2002) was possible within the

cytoplasmic domain; however, due to the resolution limit bioinformatic analysis of the N-terminal residues of the
two receptors proposes a similar structural arrangementof EM-derived structures, not much detail was obtained

for the IP3Rsup region. A study by Hamada et al. demon- for this region (Ponting, 2000). This similarity may sug-
gest a common function not yet identified.strated that Ca2� binding induces a conformational

change in the tetrameric receptor from the closed state The mechanism by which IP3Rsup inhibits IP3 binding
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Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics for IP3Rsup Structure

Data Collection

Data Set Wavelength (Å) Resolution(Å) Reflections (Total/Unique) Completeness (%) Rmerge
a (%) �I/���(I)�b

�1 0.9795 19.5–1.9 910,987/21,416 99.6 (100) 6.2 (32.7) 67.3 (7.3)
�2 0.9796 19.5–1.9 673,838/21,309 99.6 (100) 5.1 (35.9) 57.4 (5.5)
�3 0.9641 19.5–1.9 771,369/21,328 99.5 (100) 5.1 (41.2) 53.3 (4.9)
Native 0.9951 50.0–1.8 1,537,463/25,011 100 (100) 4.4 (22.1) 83.8 (10.8)

Refinement Statistics

Rms Deviations
Reflections

Data Set Resolution (Å) (Working/Test) Total Number of Atoms Rcryst
c/Rfree

d �B� Value (Å2) Bond (Å) Angle (�)

Native 50.0–1.8 23,162/1,187 1,841 20.5/23.8 36.2 0.007 1.5

a Rmerge � �h�i|Ihi 	 �Ih�|/�h�i|�Ih�| 
 100, where I is the intensity of i observations for reflection h and Ih is the mean intensity of the reflection.
b �I�/��I�, mean intensity/mean standard deviation.
c Rcryst � 100 
 �|Fobs 	 Fcalc|/�|Fobs|, where Fobs and Fcalc are the observed and calculated structure factor magnitudes, respectively.
d Rfree as for Rcryst except calculated for 4.7% of the reflections not used for model refinement.

to the IP3Rcore of the receptor is largely lacking. The role structure, protrudes away from the core segment. This
helix-turn-helix segment is inserted between �4 and �5of the IP3Rsup has been thought to modulate IP3 affinity

by masking the IP3 binding site such that IP3 cannot of the core region and a portion of the interhelical turn
(residues 76–81) is not visible in the crystal structurefreely approach its docking location. In order to gain

atomic-level insights into the mechanism underlying IP3 presumably due to the intrinsic flexibility of this region.
Visual inspection of the structure, as well as analysissuppression, we determined the atomic-resolution struc-

ture of IP3Rsup. This portion of the receptor is composed by a DALI algorithm (Holm and Sander, 1993), indicated
that IP3Rsup contains the well-known fold of �-trefoil type.of a single domain with the same fold as one of the

IP3Rcore domains (Bosanac et al., 2002). Site-directed This fold was previously identified in the crystal structure
of the IP3Rcore in the region of residues 224–434 (Bosanacmutagenesis identified seven surface residues on IP3Rsup

to be involved in the IP3-suppression mechanism. Inter- et al., 2002). Therefore, the N-terminal region of IP3R
consists of two �-trefoil domains, the first correspond-estingly, docking sites for a number of binding partners

reside in close proximity to these residues. The presence ing to the IP3Rsup and the latter to half of the IP3Rcore, and
a “armadillo”-like �-helical domain (residues 438–604)of the same domain organization within the N terminus

of the RyRs will be discussed. (Bosanac et al., 2002). The presence of multiple �-trefoil
folds in a protein structure has been found in other
members of the �-trefoil protein family including RicinResults and Discussion
B-like (Rutenber and Robertus, 1991), Agglutinin (Tran-
sue et al., 1997), and Fascin ( 1DFC in Protein Data Bank).Structure Determination and the Global Fold

A protein fragment encompassing residues 2–223 of Despite the low protein sequence identity between the
first and second �-trefoil domains of IP3R (14%), the twomIP3R1, which corresponds to the suppressor domain

of the IP3R (IP3Rsup), was cloned with an N-terminal T7- domains superimpose well with rmsd of 2.0 Å (Figure
2D). One striking difference between the first and secondtag and C-terminal poly-His tag. The resulting fusion

protein was expressed in E. coli, purified to homogene- �-trefoil domains is the presence of the helix-turn-helix
module between strands �4 and �5 in the first domainity, and subjected to crystallization experiments. The

crystals of both the native protein and the selenomethio- and the presence of a long loop between strands �6
and �7 in the second domain, which contains the splicenine (Se-Met)-incorporated protein were obtained at

room temperature. Three-wavelength multiple anoma- site SI (Bosanac et al., 2002). Among all members of
the �-trefoil protein family whose structures have beenlous dispersion (MAD) data were collected on the Se-

Met crystals and were subsequently used for structure solved, the long helix-turn-helix segment in the IP3Rsup

represents an extremely unusual insertion to its struc-determination. The final molecular model (comprising
residues 7–75 and 82–223) was refined to 1.8 Å resolu- tural scaffold.
tion with a free R value of 23.8 and a conventional R
value of 20.5 (structural statistics are summarized in
Table 1). Possible Mechanisms for IP3Rsup-Mediated

Modulation of IP3 BindingIP3Rsup forms a hammer-like structure with approxi-
mate dimensions of 63 
 44 
 41 Å3. The Head subdo- IP3R N-terminal construct (residues 1–604) containing

both IP3Rsup and IP3Rcore showed a physiologically rele-main of the hammer consists of 12 � strands and 2
single-turn � helices, together constituting a globular vant affinity for IP3 which is lower than that of the IP3Rcore

construct (residues 224–579) (Yoshikawa et al., 1996).core region (Figures 2A and 2B). The � strands are ar-
ranged into six two-stranded hairpins, three of which The mechanism by which IP3Rsup inhibits IP3 binding to

the ligand binding core of the receptor is largely lacking.form a barrel, while the other three form a triangular
array that caps the top of the barrel. The 45 Å long Arm In light of IP3Rsup and IP3Rcore structures, we have at-

tempted to elucidate this key mechanism in order tosubdomain of the hammer, made of a helix-turn-helix
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Figure 2. Structure of Mouse IP3Rsup

(A) Ribbon diagram of the IP3Rsup Head subdomain (green) and Arm subdomain (yellow).
(B) View in (A) rotate by 90�.
(C) Section of experimental electron density map contoured at 2.5� in stereoview.
(D) The IP3Rsup (yellow) is superimposed on the �-domain of the IP3Rcore (cyan) (PDB accession number 1N4K, residues 236–436). The splice
site SI is shown in �-domain of the IP3Rcore. The rmsd of the superposition is 2.0 Å. Panels were generated with MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991),
Raster3D (Merrit and Bacon, 1997), and CONSCRIPT software (Lawrence and Bourke, 2000).
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Figure 3. Molecular Surface Characteristics of IP3Rsup

(A) Surface representation of IP3Rsup in the same orientation as Figure 2A. Surface electrostatic potential is shown in the left panel with positive
charge depicted in blue and negative charge in red. Surface residue conservation determined from sequence alignment in Figure 1B is plotted
with color gradient from magenta (identical residues) to green (least conserved residues) and is presented in the right panel. The highly
conserved surface region (C1) is labeled.
(B) View in (A) rotate by 180�.
(C and D) Surface and ribbon diagram representations of key sites on IP3Rsup for binding other proteins. Residues involved in IP3 suppression
are shown in red. Residues in cyan are not involved in IP3 suppression but may play a part in interaction of IP3Rsup with IP3Rcore. Docking sites
for Homer (magenta, residues P49–F53) (Tu et al., 1998) and RACK1 (green, residues N90–L110) (Patterson et al., 2004) are shown. Due to
the overlap with Homer, RACK1, and the IP3 binding core, not all residues responsible for binding CaM-P1 and CaBP1 (brown, residues
P49–N81) (Kasri et al., 2004b; Sienaert et al., 2002) and CaM-P2 (blue, residues E106–S128) (Sienaert et al., 2002) are colored. Conservation
was determined with ConSurf (Armon et al., 2001) and surface representation was generated with GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1991) (A–C).
MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D (Merrit and Bacon, 1997) were used in (D).

understand the Ca2� release function of the receptor in leted, suggesting that the Arm subdomain is not critical
to the interaction with IP3Rcore.response to physiological concentrations of IP3. We first

examined whether or not IP3Rsup contains a negatively We further performed mutagenesis studies on the
most conserved surface region (C1) of the IP3Rsup struc-charged region which may mimic the triphosphate group

of IP3. Manual inspection of IP3Rsup surface identified no ture (Figure 3A), and ten residues (Figure 4B) were se-
lected for the substitution with lysine or glutamate. Inter-extensive charged patches (Figures 3A and 3B). One

possible region resides at four acidic residues (D97, E99, estingly, seven of ten mutations resulted in a significant
increase in IP3 binding affinity. The mutation V33K pro-E104, and E106), which are all localized to the solvent-

exposed surface of the �3 helix of the Arm subdomain. duced the largest effect (Kd � 0.58 nM), which is compa-
rable to the result observed in absence of the entireIn order to test the involvement of these acidic residues

in the IP3 binding suppression, we initiated extensive suppressor region from receptors N terminus (�(1-223)
T604). Mutations L30K, L32K, D34K, R36E, R54E, andmutagenesis and IP3 binding studies on the construct

T604 containing both IP3Rsup and IP3Rcore. An excellent K127E also significantly increased IP3 binding affinity.
These residues are all clustered on the molecular sur-IP3 binding curve was obtained for T604, which yielded

a dissociation constant (Kd) of 8.9 nM (Figure 4A). The face of the IP3Rsup Head subdomain (Figures 3C and 3D)
and could potentially interact simultaneously withconstruct lacking the first 223 residues (�(1-223)T604)

showed a lower Kd (0.58 nM). A series of lysine or alanine IP3Rcore.
While the aforementioned mutagenesis studies map-single or double mutations for the acidic residues in the

Arm subdomain were made (D97K, E99K, E104K, E106K, ped a potential binding site of IP3Rcore on IP3Rsup, the
IP3Rsup binding site on IP3Rcore is currently unknown. AD97K/E99A, E104A/E106A), and their IP3 binding ability

was measured (Figure 4B and see Supplemental Table manual inspection of the IP3 bound IP3Rcore structure
could not identify any potential IP3Rsup binding site,S1 at http://www.molecule.org/cgi/content/full/17/2/

193/DC1/). Single mutations of residue D97, E99, or E104 which meets our criteria on the basis of surface comple-
mentarity, charge distribution, and sequence conserva-resulted in a significant increase in Kd values (16–18 nM)

relative to the value of T604 (8.9 nM), suggesting that tion. This may be due to the fact that it is the ligand-
free form, not the IP3 bound form that interacts withthey may be involved in the interaction with IP3Rcore. On

the other hand, only a subtle decrease in the Kd value IP3Rsup. Indeed, previous EM study (Sato et al., 2004)
has suggested a change in the orientation of the twowas observed when the entire Arm subdomain was de-
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Figure 4. IP3 Binding Affinity of Site-Directed
Mutants T604

(A) IP3 binding curves of wild-type T604 (open
circles), �(1-223)T604 (closed circles), V33K
(open squares), D34K (closed squares),
E104K (open triangles), E106K (closed trian-
gles), and �(67-108)T604 (closed diamonds).
The values were normalized against the maxi-
mum IP3 binding estimated in each experi-
ment and were averaged (n � 3 or 4). Error
bars correspond to the standard deviation
and only upper sides are indicated. The data
were fitted with Hill-Langmuir equation.
(B) The IP3 dissociation constants for wild-
type T604 and various mutants. The values
are averaged of three or four measurements.
Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
*p � 0.05 and **p � 0.01 (Student’s t test,
compared with the value of T604).

domains within IP3Rcore upon IP3 binding. Because of residues 49PPKKF53 is part of the conserved region of
these uncertainties, the exact structural basis for this the IP3Rsup (Tu et al., 1998). This motif is part of a loop
intramolecular interaction, which is critical for IP3 bind- region between the �3 and �4 strands, which is largely
ing, still remains unclear. exposed to the solvent and, thus, accessible to the

Homer protein.
In contrast to many binding partners targeting theThe IP3-Supressor Domain as a Focal Point

Head subdomain of IP3Rsup, the WD40 containing scaf-for Protein-Protein Interactions
fold protein, RACK1, has its essential binding sites onRecent studies identified the first 223 residues of the
the Arm subdomain (residues 90–110) and on the � do-IP3R to be a binding target of numerous proteins includ-
main within the IP3Rcore (residues 580–600) (Patterson eting CaM (Adkins et al., 2000; Sienaert et al., 2002),
al., 2004). The first segment encompasses nearly all ofCaBP1 (Kasri et al., 2004b; Yang et al., 2002), Homer
the �3 helix in the Arm subdomain. Interestingly, RACK1(Tu et al., 1998), and RACK1 (Patterson et al., 2004).
binding increased the affinity of IP3R for IP3 2-fold, there-Biochemically characterized binding sites for these in-
fore enhancing the sensitivity of the receptor to the IP3teracting partners have been mapped onto the current
concentration within the cell. Furthermore, deletion ofstructure of IP3Rsup (Figures 3C and 3D). The two poly-
residues 90–110 from the entire receptor led to a 100-peptide segments, termed P1 (residues P49–N81) and
fold decrease in sensitivity to IP3-induced Ca2� releaseP2 (residues E106–S128), located at the joint between
(Patterson et al., 2004). These results suggest that thethe Head and Arm subdomains, have been implicated in
Arm subdomain may play a role in channel regulationCaM binding (Sienaert et al., 2002). Kasri and colleagues
other than IP3 affinity modulation. Taken together, many(Kasri et al., 2004b) recently reported that CaBP1 also
binding sites for the aforementioned cellular bindingbinds to the P1 region, whereas others (Yang et al.,
partners are located within the IP3Rsup, underscoring the2002) indicated that part of IP3Rcore may also be involved

in CaBP1 binding. The Homer binding site comprising significance of IP3Rsup as a focal point of the protein-
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protein interactions that regulate channel activity of strands of the first and second �-trefoil domains. These
mutations could cause significant instability in thethe receptor.
�-trefoil architecture, as the corresponding residues in
IP3R all participate in hydrophobic core formation. OnRyanodine Receptor May Contain
the contrary, other MH and CCD mutations (R163CSimilar �-Trefoil Domains
[Quane et al., 1993], G215E [Romero et al., 2003], G248RAn earlier amino acid sequence analysis on IP3R and its
[Gillard et al., 1992], R328W [Loke et al., 2003], andclosely related Ca2� ion channel RyR indicated that both
G341R [Quane et al., 1994]) are predicted to reside onreceptors may share similar structural motifs at the
loops linking the � strands. These mutations mayN-terminal region (Furuichi et al., 1989; Henzi and Mac-
change the surface properties of the receptor and there-Dermott, 1992). In light of our IP3Rsup structure, as well
fore may lead to disruption of some key protein-proteinas our previous study on IP3Rcore, we revisited the signifi-
interactions essential for the Ca2�-gating function ofcance of the sequence similarity in this region between
the receptor.IP3R and RyR. Using mGenTHREADER (Jones, 1999),

Using the structures of the IP3R �-trefoil domains andand some manual manipulation of sequence alignment
the structure-based sequence alignment between IP3Rsbetween the two receptors, we derived structure-based
and RyRs (Figure 5A), models of the two �-trefoil do-sequence alignments between mIP3R1 and human RyR
mains of hRyR1 (RyR-�D1 and RyR-�D2, respectively)type 1 (hRyR1), which clearly identified two �-trefoil do-
were generated using Modeller (Sali and Blundell, 1993).mains within hRyR1 (Figure 5). The first domain spans
Thirty models were calculated for RyR-�D1 and RyR-residues 1–210 (E value of 6 
 10	6), whereas the second
�D2 independently and a representative model for eachencompasses residues 210–393 (E value of 3 
 10	4) in
domain is shown in Figures 5B–5E. These models sup-hRyR1 (Figure 5). The �-trefoil fold is made up of three
port the existence of the two �-trefoil folds in RyR andstructural repeats giving rise to a pseudo 3-fold symme-
even predict the presence of the Arm subdomain in RyR-try (Murzin et al., 1992). In the first �-trefoil domain of
�D1. In addition, three long loops are identified in RyR-hRyR1, these repeats encompass residues 1–70, 71–
�D2 between �4/�5, �8/�9, and �11/�12. Surface char-151, and 152–203, respectively. The position of the sec-
acteristic analysis (Figures 5B–5E, middle and lowerond and third structural repeats corresponds to MIR1
panels) shows that RyR-�D1 is slightly more negatively(112-166) and MIR2 (173-223) structural elements in
charged than RyR-�D2 and that RyR-�D1 possesses aPonting’s earlier analysis (Ponting, 2000). In the second
highly conserved region similar to the C1 region in�-trefoil domain, the three structural repeats comprise
IP3Rsup. More importantly, our modeling analysis pro-residues 218–264, 265–318, and 319–392, respectively.
vides useful clues for understanding the molecular basisNotably, MIR3 (231-287) corresponds to the position of
for MH- and CCD-associated mutations in humans. Wethe first structural repeats in the second domain,
found that three out of four mutations (C35R, R163C, andwhereas MIR4 (270-360) spans the second and third
D166N) in RyR-�D1 reside on one side of the �-trefoilrepeats (Ponting, 2000).
structure, whereas two out of four mutations found inAlthough the sequence conservation among mem-
RyR-�D2 (R328W, G341R) are localized to the long loopbers of this �-trefoil protein family is relatively low, many
connecting �8 and �9 strands (Figures 5B–5E, top pan-key hydrophobic residues essential for maintaining the
els). It is intriguing to find two pathologically critical�-trefoil structural architecture are invariant among the
mutations in the long loop region of RyR-�D2. While thefamily members (Murzin et al., 1992). Indeed, IP3Rs and
molecular function of the N-terminal portion of RyRsRyRs possess the highest homology for those residues
remains unclear, the presented structural analysis shedslocated at the bottom layer followed by the middle and
light onto the structure-function elucidation of the re-top layer of the �-trefoil core structure (Figure 5A) (Mur-
ceptor and its relationship to the closely related IP3R.zin et al., 1992). In addition, significant conservation

can be observed for some residues that make up the
triangular cap. These structural features between the Conclusions

Our present and previous study (Bosanac et al., 2002)two receptors meet the proposed criteria for the �-trefoil
protein family by Murzin et al. (Murzin et al., 1992). In revealed that the N-terminal region of IP3R consists of

two �-trefoil folds (residues 1–223 and 224–434) fol-contrast, a study by Baker and colleagues proposed
that the region consisting of residues 41–420 of RyR1 lowed by the “armadillo”-like domain (438–604). The first

�-trefoil domain is unique in that it contains a helix-has an oxidoreductase-like domain architecture (Baker
et al., 2002). The present structural analysis of IP3R and turn-helix motif between the �4 and �5 strand, which

extrudes away from the �-trefoil structure. These threeour structure-based sequence analysis between IP3Rs
and RyRs supports the proposal by Ponting (Ponting, domains interact with one another, and the two domain

linkers, one connecting the first and second �-trefoil2000) and further suggests that the N-terminal portion
of RyRs is comprised of two �-trefoil domains in a similar folds and the other joining the second �-trefoil fold and

the “armadillo”-like domain, dictate the orientation ofmanner as IP3Rs.
It is known that a number of mutations which lead to these three domains with respect to one another. Our

mutagenesis analyses provide evidence for the interac-malignant hyperthermia (MH) and central core disease
(CCD) are located within this segment of RyR1 (Figure tion between the first �-trefoil domain and the latter two

domains, which together constitute the IP3 binding site.5) (Loke and MacLennan, 1998). Among all known MH
and CCD mutations, some of the mutations (C35R This intramolecular interaction probably controls the

ability of the receptor to bind IP3, hence influencing the[Lynch et al., 1997], R44C [Tammaro et al., 2003], and
D166N [Rueffert et al., 2002]) can be mapped within � affinity of the receptor for the ligand. The IP3Rcore binding
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Figure 5. Modeling of �-Trefoil Domains in hRyR1

(A) Structure-based sequence alignment between mIP3R1 and hRyR1. Location of the 12 � strands in the two �-trefoil domains of hRyR1 is
depicted. Residues within the � strands of the two �-trefoil domains in mIP3R1 (IP3R-�D1 and IP3R-�D2) and hRyR1 (RyR-�D1 and RyR-�D2)
are shown. Residues comprising the linker regions are not shown. Key residues at the interior of the �-trefoil barrel are arranged in three
layers referred to as bottom (highlighted in yellow), middle (highlighted in blue), and top (highlighted in green) (Murzin et al., 1992). The bottom
layer is comprised of residues just underneath the triangular cap, with the middle and top layers lying parallel to it and away from the cap.
The key residues of the triangular cap (highlighted in gray) interact with the residues from the bottom layer of the barrel. Residues of hRyR1
whose mutations lead to MH and CCD are shown in red.
(B) Modeled structure of first �-trefoil domain in hRyR1 (RyR-�D1) based on the sequence alignment shown in (A). The model is shown as
ribbon diagram in a top panel, with MH and CCD mutations highlighted in red. Surface electrostatic potential, with positive charge depicted
in blue and negative charge in red, is plotted in the middle panel. The bottom panel shows surface residue conservation determined from
sequence alignment of RyR receptors listed below, with identical residues in magenta and the least conserved residues in green. The highly
conserved area (residues R75, Q79, Q93, T99, Y102, R124, D128, K129, L130, F132, T148, H150, P151, A152, S153, K154, Q155, S157, E158,
E160, K161, R163, I169, V171, S172, V173, E176, R177, Y178, F194) is observed only on this side of the molecule.
(C) View in (B) rotated by 180� with same panel arrangement as in (A).
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1705 protein atoms (�B� of 36.0 Å2) and 132 solvent atoms (�B�site coincides with a large area of conserved molecular
of 38.2 Å2). The Rcryst and Rfree of the final model were 20.5 andsurface found on IP3Rsup. Interestingly, some of the resi-
23.8, respectively.dues within this conserved surface have been previously

shown to interact with CaM, CaBP1, and Homer. It is Design and Preparation of Proteins for IP3 Binding Assays
conceivable that this area of IP3Rsup may be involved Site-directed mutagenesis of T604 was performed with pET-T604
in the interplay between the IP3Rcore and other cellular (Yoshikawa et al., 1999a) and primers containing appropriate substi-

tutions (Supplemental Table S2), according to the method describedbinding partners for the purpose of regulating channel-
previously (Sawano and Miyawaki, 2000). A mutant T604 in whichgating function of the receptor. Finally, our bioinformatic
amino acid residues 67–108 were deleted was constructed as fol-analysis of hRyR1 suggests the presence of two �-trefoil
lows. The PCR product from pET-T604 using primers P-17 and P-19

domains in the N-terminal region of the RyRs, providing (Supplemental Table S2) was digested with XbaI and EcoRI, and
compelling clues toward understanding the molecular the PCR product from pET-T604 using primers P-18 and P-20 (Sup-
basis of MH and CCD mutations. plemental Table S2) was digested with EcoRI and BamHI. These

fragments were inserted into the XbaI and BamHI sites of pET-
3a (Novagen) to generate pET-�(67-108)-T604. All mutations wereExperimental Procedures
confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Expression of recombinant proteins in E. coli BL21-Codon-Overexpression and Purification of IP3Rsup

The mouse type 1 IP3R protein fragment encompassing the suppres- Plus(DE3)-RIL (Stratagene) was carried out as described previously
(Yoshikawa et al., 1999a) with minor modifications. To avoid tracersor domain (IP3Rsup), residues 2–223, was cloned into pET-23a ex-

pression vector. The desired protein fragment was expressed with depletion in the IP3 binding assay, the expression amounts of the
recombinant proteins were optimized for each mutant by changingN-terminal T7 tag and C-terminal poly-His tag. Expression was car-

ried out in BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIL E. coli strain (Stratagene) at the incubation time from 1.5 to 20 hr after IPTG induction. Cells
obtained from 2 ml culture were resuspended in 0.4 ml cytosol-like15�C for approximately 15 hr using 0.5 mM IPTG induction. T7-

IP3Rsup-6His was first purified with Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen) followed medium (CLM: 110 mM KCl, 10 mM NaCl, 5 mM KH2PO4, and 50
mM HEPES-KOH [pH 7.4], at 4�C) containing 1 mM DTT, 0.5 mMby size exclusion chromatography (Superdex 75, Amersham-Phar-

macia). The two tags were not removed during the purification due EGTA, and protease inhibitors (10 M E-64, 10 M leupeptin, 10
M pepstatin A, and 100 M phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). Afterto absence of a protease cleavage site between the tags and the

target protein. Seleno-methionine (Se-Met)-labeled protein was pro- disruption of the cells by sonication, the total cell lysate was centri-
fuged. The supernatant (soluble proteins) was frozen in liquid nitro-duced in minimal media which inhibits methionine biosynthesis (Van

Duyne et al., 1993). Incorporation of Se-Met was confirmed by elec- gen, and stored at 	80�C until use. Protein concentration was deter-
mined with the protein assay kit (Bio-Rad) using BSA as a standard.trospray mass spectrometry. The purified protein was concentrated

to 10 mg/ml in a crystallization buffer (15 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 300
mM NaCl, 5% v/v glycerol, and 2 mM Tris (2-carboxyethyl)phos- IP3 Binding Assay
phine [TCEP]). Soluble proteins (0.5 g) were diluted to 100 l with CLM containing

1 mM DTT and 0.5 mM EGTA, and incubated for 10 min on ice
with 0.068–8.7 nM (3H)IP3 (PerkinElmer Life Sciences) and variousCrystallization and Data Collection

Crystals of T7-IP3Rsup-6His were grown by a hanging-drop vapor concentration (10–300 nM) of unlabeled IP3 (Dojindo). After the addi-
tion of 4 l of 50 mg/ml �-globulin and 100 l of 30% (w/v) polyethyl-diffusion method at 22�C by combining 2 l of protein solution with

2 l of reservoir solution (100 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.8], 4%–6% PEG ene glycol 6000 in CLM, the mixture was incubated for 5 min on ice
and centrifuged at 20,000 
 g for 5 min at 4�C. The resultant pellet6000, 2.0 M NaCl, and 2 mM TCEP). Crystals grew as single rods

(dimensions 0.30 
 0.15 
 0.15 mm) within 7 days. They were flash was dissolved in 180 l of Solvable (Packard), neutralized with 18
l of acetic acid, and its radioactivity was measured in 5 ml ofcooled in reservoir buffer supplemented with 20% v/v glycerol. MAD

and native data were collected at 100 K on a 19-BM beam line at Atomlight (Packard) with a liquid scintillation counter LS-6500 (Beck-
man). Nonspecific IP3 binding was determined by the linear relation-the APS Synchrotron facility and were processed with HKL2000

(Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). Crystals belonged to the hexagonal ship between total IP3 concentration and the amount of IP3 binding
to nonreceptor sites, using soluble protein prepared from E. coli cellsR32 space group with cell dimensions a � 147.3 Å, b � 147.3 Å,

and c � 65.0 Å, and with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. transformed with pET-23a vector (Novagen). Nonlinear regression of
IP3 binding data was performed with Igor Pro 4.08 Carbon soft-
ware (WaveMetrics).Structure Determination and Refinement

Positions of two selenium atoms (Se-Met63 and Se-Met147) were
determined by Solve (Terwillinger et al., 1987) at resolution of 2.0 Å Acknowledgments
with a figure of merit 0.74. Density modification and solvent flat-
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(D) Model of second �-trefoil domain structure of hRyR1 (RyR-�D2) in the same orientation as RyR-�D1 shown in (B).
(E) View in (D) rotate by 180�. Panel arrangement is the same as that in (B). For more detail on the modeled structures of RyR-�D1 and RyR-
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